While the global elite construct underground bunkers, eat organic and hoard seeds in Arctic vaults; the global poor are being slowly starved thanks to high commodity prices and poisoned with genetically modified (GMO) food. Austerity measures aimed largely at the poor are being imposed on all the nations of the world. Weather events grow more deadly and brushfire wars more frequent. An AK-47 can be obtained for $49 in the markets of West Africa. The depopulation campaign of the inbred Illuminati bankers is accelerating.

In 1957 President Dwight Eisenhower, who later warned of a “military-industrial complex”, commissioned a panel of scientists to study the issue of overpopulation. The scientists put forth Alternatives I, II and III, advocating both the release of deadly viruses and perpetual warfare as means to decrease world population.

The first supposition dovetailed nicely with the pharmaceutical interests of the Rockefellers. According to Nexus magazine, the Rockefellers own one-half of the US pharmaceutical industry, which would reap billions developing medicines to “battle” the deadly viruses about to be released.

In 1969 the Senate Church Committee discovered that the US Defense Department (DOD) had requested a budget of tens of millions of taxpayer dollars for a program to speed development of new viruses which target and destroy the human immune system. DOD officials testified before Congress that they planned to produce, “a synthetic biological agent, an agent that does not naturally exist and for which no natural immunity could be acquired...Most important is that it might be refractory to the immunological and therapeutic processes upon which we depend to maintain our relative freedom from infectious disease.” House Bill 5090 authorized the funds and MK-NAOMI was carried out at Fort Detrick, Maryland.

Out of this research came the AIDS virus which was targeted at “undesirable elements” of the population. The first AIDS viruses were administered through a massive smallpox vaccine campaign in central and southern Africa by the World Health Organization in 1977. A year later ads appeared in major US newspapers soliciting “promiscuous gay male volunteers” to take part in a Hepatitis B vaccine study. [1]

The program targeted male homosexuals age 20-40 in New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, St. Louis and San Francisco. It was administered by the US Centers for Disease Control which, under its earlier incarnation as the US Public Health Department in Atlanta, oversaw the Tuskegee syphilis experiments on African American males. [2]
San Francisco has been a target of numerous CIA experiments, due to its high population of left-leaning and gay citizens, which the Illuminati views as “undesirables”. According to Dr. Eva Sneed, San Francisco has one of the highest cancer rates in the country. For years Malathion - first developed by the Nazis - was sprayed over the city by helicopters from the CIA’s Evergreen Air, whose Arizona base is used, according to author William Cooper, as CIA transshipment point for Columbian cocaine. The mysterious Legionnaire’s Disease occurs often in San Francisco and the CIA’s MK-ULTRA mind control bad acid program was based there.

The intellectual force behind the introduction of AIDS was the Bilderberger Group, which became fixated on population control after WWII. Author Cooper says the Policy Committee of the Bilderbergers gave orders to DOD to introduce the AIDS virus. The Bilderbergers are close to the Club of Rome, which was founded on a Rockefeller estate near Bellagio, Italy and is backed by the same European Black Nobility who frequent Bilderberger meetings. A 1968 study by the Club of Rome advocated lowering the birth rate and increasing the death rate. Club founder Dr. Aurelio Peccei made a top-secret recommendation to introduce a microbe that would attack the auto-immune system, then develop a vaccine as a prophylactic for the global elite. [3]

One month after the 1968 Club of Rome meeting Paul Ehrlich published The Population Bomb. The book hints at a draconian depopulation plan in the works. On page seventeen Ehrlich writes, “The problem could have been avoided by population control...so that a ‘death rate solution’ did not have to occur.” A year later MK-NAOMI was born. Peccei himself authored the Club of Rome’s much-touted Global 2000 report, which President Jimmy Carter pushed on his BCCI shakedown cruise of Africa. Peccei wrote in the report, “Man is now vested with unprecedented, tremendous responsibilities and thrown into the role of moderator of life on the planet- including his own”.

The Bilderbergers were behind the Haig-Kissinger Depopulation Policy, a driving force at the State Department and administered by the National Security Council. Pressure is applied to Third World countries to reduce their populations. Those that do not comply see their US aid withheld or are subject to Pink Plan low-intensity war that targets civilians, especially women of child-bearing age. In Africa famine and brush-fire wars are encouraged. AK-47 rifles can be bought at West African markets for under $50. The same is true in the markets of Peshawar, Pakistan. In 1975, a year after attending a Club of Rome conference on the topic, Secretary of State Kissinger founded the Office of Population Affairs (OPA).

Latin American OPA case officer Thomas Ferguson spilled the beans on OPA’s agenda when he stated, “There is a single theme behind all our work; we must reduce population levels. Either they do it our way, through nice clean methods or they will get the kind of mess that we have in El Salvador, or in Iran, or in Beirut…Once population is out of control it requires authoritarian government, even fascism, to reduce it…The professionals aren’t interested in reducing population for humanitarian reasons…Civil wars are somewhat drawn-out ways to reduce population. The quickest way to reduce population is through famine like in Africa. We go into a country and say, here is your goddamn development plan. Throw it out the window. Start looking at your population...if you don’t...then you’ll have an El Salvador or an Iran, or worse, a Cambodia”. [4]

Ferguson said of El Salvador, “To accomplish what the State Department deems adequate population control, the civil war (run by CIA) would have to be greatly expanded. You have to pull all the males into fighting and kill significant numbers of fertile, child-bearing age females. You are killing a small number of males and not enough fertile females to do the job...If the war went on 30-40 years, you might accomplish something. Unfortunately, we don’t have too many instances of this to study”.

Report from Iron Mountain

2 in 1961 Kennedy Administration officials McGeorge Bundy, Robert McNamara and Dean Rusk
CFR and Bilderberger members, led a study group which looked into “the problem of peace”. The
group met at Iron Mountain, a huge underground corporate nuclear shelter near Hudson, New York,
where CFR think tank The Hudson Institute is located. The bunker contains redundant offices in case
of nuclear attack for Exxon Mobil, Royal Dutch/Shell and JP Morgan Chase. [5] A copy of the group
discussions, known as Report from Iron Mountain, was leaked by a participant and published in 1967
by Dial Press.

The report’s authors saw war as necessary and desirable stating “War itself is the basic social system,
within which other secondary modes of social organization conflict or conspire. (War is) the principal
organizing force…the essential economic stabilizer of modern societies.” The group worried that
through “ambiguous leadership” the “ruling administrative class” might lose its ability to
“rationalize a desired war”, leading to the “actual disestablishment of military institutions”.

The report goes on to say, “…the war system cannot responsibly be allowed to disappear until…we
know exactly what we plan to put in its place…The possibility of war provides the sense of external
necessity without which no government can long remain in power…The basic authority of a modern
state over its people resides in its war powers. War has served as the last great safeguard against the
elimination of necessary classes.”

Historian Howard Zinn described this conundrum when he wrote, “American capitalism needed
international rivalry- and periodic war- to create an artificial community of interest between rich and
poor, supplanting the genuine community of interest among the poor that showed itself in sporadic
movements”.

The Iron Mountain gang was not the first to discover the virtues of war. In 1909 the trustees of the
Andrew Carnegie Foundation for International Peace met to discuss pre-WWI American life. Many
of the participants were members of Skull & Bones. They concluded, “There are no known means
more efficient than war, assuming the objective is altering the life of an entire people…How do we
involve the United States in a war?”

The Report from Iron Mountain goes on to propose a proper role for those of the lower classes,
crediting military institutions with providing “antisocial elements with an acceptable role in the
social structure. The younger and more dangerous of these hostile social groupings have been kept
under control by the Selective Service System…A possible surrogate for the control of potential
enemies of society is the reintroduction, in some form consistent with modern technology and
political process, of slavery…The development of a sophisticated form of slavery may be an absolute
prerequisite for social control in a world at peace.”

The Iron Mountain goons, though thrilled by the idea of slavery, listed as other socioeconomic
substitutions for war: a comprehensive social welfare program, a giant open-ended space program
aimed at unreachable targets, a permanent arms inspection regime, an omnipresent global police and
peacekeeping force, massive global environmental pollution which would require a large labor pool
to clean up, socially-oriented blood sports and a comprehensive eugenics program. [6]

The Iraqi genocide fulfilled the dreams of the Club of Rome Zero Population Growth maniacs, while
also providing a testing ground for two of the war substitutes proposed by the Iron Mountain
fascists: an arms inspection regime and UN peacekeepers. Both concepts gained traction in the
international community thanks to the Gulf War.

Let the Iraqi Genocide Begin

Estimates of Iraqi casualties during the Gulf War are sobering. Some organizations like Greenpeace
put the death toll at near one million people. It was a war in which the media was denied access on a
scale never before seen, so casualty figures vary greatly. According to Tony Murphy, a researcher at
the International War Crimes Tribunal, the US attack on Iraq killed 125,000 civilians, while destroying 676 schools, 38 hospitals, 8 major hydroelectric dams, 11 power plants, 119 power substations and half the country’s telephone lines. The attacks occurred mostly at night when people were most vulnerable.

In the months following the war the death rate of Iraqi children under five tripled. Thirty-eight percent of these deaths were caused by diarrhea. [7] Victor Filatov, a Russian journalist reporting for Sovetskaya Rossiya from post-war Baghdad wrote, “What further bloodshed do these barbarians of the 20th century need? I thought the Americans had changed since Vietnam…but no, they never change. They remain true to themselves.”

According to former US Attorney General Ramsey Clark, the US was found guilty of nineteen war crimes against Iraq before the International War Crimes Tribunal. The US dropped 88,000 tons of bombs on Iraq during the Gulf War and has rained down countless more bombs since. Many bombs were tipped with armor piercing depleted uranium (DU) warheads, which may account for chronic Iraqi health problems. Dr. Siegwart-Horst Gunther, a German physician who came to Iraq to help its people, became gravely ill when he handled just one cigar-sized fragment from a DU warhead. Dr. Gunther measured the tiny object’s radioactivity to be 11 microSv per hour, whereas an acceptable exposure is no more than 300 microSv per year. [8] Three hundred tons of DU ammunition was deployed during the war.

Many believe DU is responsible for Gulf War Syndrome, which has killed and permanently injured many US soldiers who fought in the Persian Gulf theater. Since 2000, nearly 11,000 US Gulf War veterans have died from Gulf War Syndrome, while the Pentagon continues to cover up this travesty.

Satanism & Psychotronic Warfare

The US also tested numerous top-secret high-tech weapons systems in the Gulf theatre, while utilizing some old low-frequency favorites. When Iraqi ground forces surrendered, many of them were in a state of delirium and lethargy that could have been induced by extremely low-frequency radio waves, which the US used as a weapon as early as the Vietnam conflict.

Yale University and CIA psychiatrist Dr. Jose Delgado studied mind control for the Company during the 1950’s as part of the MK-ULTRA program. Delgado determined, “Physical control of many brain functions is a demonstrated fact…it is even possible to create and follow intentions…By electronic stimulation of specific cerebral structures, movements can be induced by radio command…by remote control.”

According to a military document written by Colonel Paul Valley and Major Michael Aquino titled From PSYOP to Mindwar: The Psychology of Victory, the US Army used an operational weapons system “to map the minds of neutral and enemy individuals and then to change them in accordance with US national interests”. The technique was used to secure the surrender of 29,276 armed Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army soldiers in 1967 and 1968. The US Navy was also heavily involved in “psychotronic” research. [9] Many US soldiers who served near the DMZ that divided North and South Vietnam claimed to see UFOs on a regular basis. The Pentagon Papers revealed that an electronic barrier was placed along the DMZ by the secretive JASON Society.

Major Michael Aquino was an Army psyops specialist in Vietnam, where his unit specialized in drug-inducement, brainwashing, virus injection, brain implants, hypnosis, and use of electromagnetic fields and extremely low-frequency radio waves. After Vietnam, Aquino moved to San Francisco and founded the Temple of Set. Set is the ancient Egyptian name for Lucifer. Aquino was now a senior US Military Intelligence official. [10] He’d been given a Top Secret security clearance on June, 9, 1981. Less than a month later an Army intelligence memo revealed that...
Aquino’s Temple of Set was an off-shoot of Anton La Vey’s Church of Satan, also headquartered in San Francisco. Two other Set members were Willie Browning and Dennis Mann. Both were Army Intelligence officers.

The Temple of Set was obsessed with military matters and political fascism. It was especially preoccupied with the Nazi Order of the Trapezoid. Aquino’s “official” job was history professor at Golden Gate College. The Temple recruited the same Hells Angels who Billy Mellon Hitchcock had used to dole out his bad CIA acid. Its members frequented prostitutes where they engaged in all manner of sadomasochistic activities. [11] Director of Army Counter-Intelligence Donald Press revealed that Dennis Mann was assigned to the 306 PSYOPS Battalion and that Aquino was assigned to a top secret program known as Presidio.

Presidio was also the name of a spooky US Army base in what is now the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, which Mikhail Gorbachev reportedly frequented as the Soviet Union was falling apart. Was Aquino part of an operation to “map the mind” of the Soviet Union’s last leader and induce him into proposing both glasnost and perestroika, the two free market policies that ultimately led to the Soviet Union’s demise? Remember the curious mark which suddenly appeared on Gorbachev’s forehead? Was he implanted with some sort of microchip mind-control device to make him think “in accordance with US national interests”?

Such Orwellian technology is marketed on a regular basis throughout the world. International Healthline Corporation and others sell microchip implants in the US, Russia and Europe. The Humane Society has adopted a policy of micro-chipping all stray pets. The State of Hawaii requires that all pets be micro-chipped. Six thousand people in Sweden have accepted a microchip in their hand, which they use for all purchases. Trials are also underway in Japan. In July 2002, National Public Radio reported a similar trial beginning in Seattle. Later in 2002, after a rash of suspicious abductions of young girls, BBC reported that a British company plans to implant children with microchips so that their parents can monitor their whereabouts.

Dr. Carl Sanders, a highly acclaimed electronics engineer, revealed that a microchip project he launched to help people with severed spinal cords was taken over by the Bill Colby’s Operation Phoenix in a series of meetings organized by Henry Kissinger. Sanders says the optimal spot for a microchip implant is just below the hairline on a person’s forehead, since the device can be recharged by changes in body temperatures, which are most pronounced there. Interestingly, this is the location of the pineal gland or Third Eye.

The 1986 Emigration Control Act grants the President the power to mandate any kind of ID he deems necessary. [12] Researchers at Southern California have developed a chip which mimics the hippocampus, the part of the brain that deals with memory. Pentagon officials are interested in using it in experiments to create a “super-soldier”. [13] Another microchip called Braingate is being implanted in paralyzed people. It allows them to control their environment by simply thinking. [14]

In Iraq, psychological warfare gave way to slow genocide. According to UNICEF, as of late 2001, 1.5 million Iraqi children had died as a result of sanctions, while one child in ten died before their first birthday. Thalassemia, anemia and diarrhea were the biggest killers and could have been prevented were it not for a chronic shortage of blood and medicine in Iraq due to the sanctions. UN Committee 661 served as arbiter of what constituted a “dual use” item and therefore banned for import into Iraq. As of 2001, over 1,600 Iraqi contracts with Western companies for medical equipment had been blocked by 661. [15]

The Gulf War decimated Iraq’s sewer and water treatment systems. Iraqis were forced to drink polluted water, leading to numerous health problems. Iraq was not allowed to import chlorine to clean the water since 661 deemed it a potential chemical weapon. Electrical power was rationed in all of Iraq since 661 deemed it a potential chemical weapon.
three-hour daily increments per household since the Iraqi government couldn’t get the parts it needed to fix its power plants after the US bombed its entire power grid. With the devaluation of the Iraqi dinar and the ban on the export of 2.4 million barrels of oil per day, the average Iraqi lived on $2.50 a month - enough to buy a pair of shoes. The only Iraqis not affected were the wealthy elite, who had long ago stashed their savings overseas in US dollars.

UNICEF estimates that 28% of Iraqi children no longer went to school. Before the war almost all children attended. Often families could only afford to send one child to school because of the cost of simple things like backpacks, shoes and notebooks. Rafah Salam Aziz, Director of Mansour Children’s Hospital, said parents were often forced to make similar decisions about their children’s lives. Aziz said, “Many times it’s easier for a family to let a baby die rather than let the whole family go hungry and get sick.”[16]

In 1996 Clinton Defense Secretary William Perry announced a new military buildup in the Persian Gulf. Soon cruise missiles were again raining down on Baghdad. Many nations now grew weary of both US bombing and the sanctions regime, which was brutalizing the Iraqi people while strengthening the grip of Saddam Hussein. Russian President Boris Yeltsin, whose country signed a deal with Iraq to rebuild its shattered oil sector, said he was disturbed at the use of “extreme and radical force against the Arab world”. The Russian opposition offered a more scalding appraisal. Alexander Lebed stating angrily, “The US is like a strong master who spits on everybody.”[17]

Turkey, Jordan and Syria all expressed unease over the new round of bombing. Even the Saudis, where Islamic fundamentalism was on the rise and two major bombings had occurred at US bases, now refused to allow the US to use its bases to bomb Iraq. Many countries, including France, began openly flaunting the UN embargo against Iraq in the late 1990’s.

Dennis Halliday, former Assistant Secretary of the UN who initially headed the UN Humanitarian Program to Iraq, resigned his post in protest. He said sanctions were demolishing the very class of Iraqi people who wanted to create a better government in the country. He was scornful of the UN Oil for Food Program under which the US received 70% of Iraqi oil. Halliday stated plainly, “We are guilty of committing genocide, through the Security Council, against Iraq.”[18]

Halliday’s 1998 successor was Hans Van Sponeck, who watched as the UN unfurled the UNSCOM arms inspection regime, paid for by Iraqi oil sales. US inspector Scott Ritter confirmed Iraqi suspicions that UNSCOM was gathering intelligence for CIA and Mossad. UNSCOM was just the latest CIA tool. In 1996 the Iraqi government claimed international relief agencies, including the World Food Program, which claimed to be helping the Kurds, were actually CIA operatives attempting to destabilize the country.

In fact the CIA had spent more than $20 million in its support of the Iraqi National Congress, led by long-time CIA surrogate Jalal Talibani’s PKK Kurdish faction. [19] In January 1997 Iraq uncovered two Mossad spy rings in one month following the attempted assassination of Saddam Hussein’s son. [20] Hans Van Sponeck had seen enough. He too resigned in protest.

In early 1999 it was revealed that the US had used UNSCOM to plant electronic bugging devices in the Iraqi Ministry of Defense. Arms inspector Scott Ritter said the CIA was using UNSCOM to “provoke a crisis”. In December 1998 UNSCOM, faced with the embarrassing accusations of espionage, pulled out of Iraq. On December 15th the US launched a new round of bombing. Ritter says intelligence gathered by UNSCOM was used for targeting. UNSCOM spokesman David Kay resurfaced in 2003 calling for a US invasion of Iraq. He now worked for SAIC, which landed numerous Pentagon contracts to rebuild Iraq.

Incoognito Says:
July 11, 2011 at 12:27 pm

This shit is so disheartening, Dean. You know that colloidal silver appears to be a cure for a lot of
crap (biological warfare) these scumbags put out? Not approved by the establishment so it must be good (also banksters hate silver). I don’t go to war against these assholes (assassinations) because my family is unprotected at the moment. Some day, I hope.

As to exposing them, it’ll have be creative. My family and I sent all the proof needed to the media in Colombia and they refuse to print it. Think about that. The “drug war” (bankster black market and massive violence generator) has destroyed Colombia and these fucks refuse to tell people the truth. WTF

What a nightmare.

Please don’t stop writing…

Reply

**Dean Henderson** Says:
July 11, 2011 at 1:07 pm

It’s pretty heavy when you find out how evil these people are, yet what prevents the 99% of people who are GOOD from getting rid of this tiny minority is that most people refuse to acknowledge that such evil exists. If we can just get people to LOOK at what is right in front of their eyes, this minority could be gone in 24 hours. Columbia must be especially difficult. At least there is the FARQ and the ELN. Maybe one day the narco-oligarchy will be toppled. Solidarity!

Reply

**Incognito** Says:
July 11, 2011 at 3:49 pm

The FARC and the ELN were born of the abuses by the banksters and their local puppets but they are a bunch of idiots who attack innocent civilians. They are no salvation.

Thanks for the thought though.

**wilson** Says:
October 11, 2012 at 4:14 am

At the First Zionist Congress 1898, Leon Pinsker stated their (2600 year-old) mission statement: “…to exert irresistible pressure on the international politics of the present.”

Irresistible = Deception.

If we don’t know what’s going on, how can we resist it? Eugenics is the bottom line. Deepwater Horizon was no accident. Fukushima was no accident. Deception includes Illusion: e.g. arts & entertainment: fiction, where viewers must “suspend their disbelief” in order to enjoy the film—over the decades, we reflexively “suspend” our belief, as well over evil news. The Power of Positive Thinking, (“oh, don’t be so negative!”) the Be Here Now Generation, Normalcy Bias—our “right” to pursue happiness and adjust, adjust, adjust to the incremental ruin of our souls. Sacred Heart of Jesus Deliver Us.

**Joe Baker** Says:
October 14, 2012 at 7:32 am

I firmly believe the rich and elite need to be eliminated. It’s like conglomerates have to be knocked down. Look at all the foundations and corporations overflowing with cash. If someone rapes your daughter or steals your stuff you can’t kill them, but our government can decide to lie and attack Arabs and kill millions. War is nothing but a racket. Every single politician should have to
There is no depop tool more effective than this:

Reply

Incognito Says:
July 11, 2011 at 3:42 pm
Please excuse the vulgarity, Dean, but …

@clockwise

Irresponsible breeding? WTF is wrong with you? You sound like them! As long as there is no socialism or communism to take from one group to give to another, how is it any of your business how anyone “breeds”? Our nature and environment decide how much we can reproduce …

stupid fuck

Reply

Carlos Says:
July 14, 2011 at 2:27 am
“to take from one group to give to another” thats exactly capitalism. Without capitalists there would not be commies or nazis: Sutton: Wall street and bolshevik revolution; Wall street and rise of Hitler.

Reply

Clockwise Says:
July 12, 2011 at 2:43 am
Wow.

I'm talking about people who dont care that they have babies when they know they have no responsible way to provide for them and are not responsible enough to stick around and raise them to the best of their ability. You think people should just F***k away and not think about the consequences of what they do? What about getting married and being adult enough to provide and stay with your family? What about having babies when you know you have proper housing to raise them and provide for them the way they deserve. Its not their fault they were born. Be responsible. Are those bad ideas and values to promote? It is none of my business what people do but thats what this article is addressing. That these so called illuminati are doing something about famine and what they consider overpopulation. Its the most horrible thing because for the most part they caused 3rd world nations. I dont like calling them Illuminati by the way or new world order. I actually preffer Deans Eight Families label. The solution to the problem is going to be not only Economical but also Social. People are going to have to address the problems in their lifestyles and society as a whole. We need a broad range of Truth. First and foremost its EDUCATION. Dean is doing an excellent job here in theses Articles drawing the missing picture of who is benefitting from all the madness. The madness although purposely created does exist. So long as we address the issues and begin to find rational and reasonable solutions for whatever suffering is occuring we show that we are a responsible generation of human beings perfectly capable of solving our planets problems without resorting to the genocide which Dean is describing to us here in this article. If the Eight Families succeed in what Dean and author Webster Tarpley has been talking about recently then future generations need to know tha we were in fact wise enought to solve our problems. That only the Eight Families and their inbred cronies were insane enough to think that genocide was the only way to stop harming this planet.

As to your vulgarity towards me. You seem like you take medication to control your emotions. Go
Unfortunately you're not alone. There's a bunch of extremist nuts like you with no education or common sense. You belong on the bullhorns website.

Apologies for causing “Icognito” to act like a typical internet maniac Mr. Dean Henderson

We both greatly appreciate your articles on that we do agree at least.

Thanks

Reply

Walk_a_mile Says:
July 13, 2011 at 2:30 pm
Thank you for exposing further the plans of the illuminati to continue targeting our young women. When I have mentioned this on other boards, I have been called a ‘feminist’ for some reason, although I don’t know why.

Tavistock has also mentioned targeting young women of child bearing ages. I think as human beings we should all be concerned about this. I certainly worry about my own daughter in this age bracket.

@clockwise

I was a bit saddened to read your comment. Although incognito was a bit harsh, I can understand his frustration (or her?).

As you say, the elite’s are the ones that have been manipulating the “3rd world” nations (as well as our own) and I don’t look at the pregnancy rates in these countries having anything to do with “morals” or “irresponsibility”. Simply, many women in these nations have not money for birth control.

Further on this subject, here in the West, our daughters are being targeted pretty hard by the illuminati. In the Bagavagita there is mention that the way to destroy a culture and community is to destroy the women. (paraphrased). I agree with this. If you look carefully at what is happening, say in the U.S. for example, you will notice that the young women are also being targeted, using (as you mention) culture and media as a weapon. There was also that bit about vaccination for young women for preventing one of the std’s (although I can’t remember now which one it was). They didn’t provide a vaccine for the young males. I found that suspicious. On the West coast of Washington state they are finding sterility in young females of native American origins. This also sounds suspicious, especially since the report did not seem to know why.

Strange, one day in a grocery line there was a magazine with the photo of a pregnant movie star pictured partially nude with the belly apparently showing...The store had put a cover over the view of the bare pregnant belly. What was odd, that next to this magazine was other magazines with much more sexually visual cover page content, yet that was free to be viewed. So, young Western women are vulgar apparently when their natural pregnant body is exposed (same, there are laws about breast feeding in public), while the more explicit material is free to be viewed by anyone in a grocery store check out line. I think this is by design. It is subtle, but think about it.

Obviously from Dean’s article it is apparent that the illuminati are subtly and not-so-subtly preparing the males in many cultures to kill the females. It is obviously being met with resistance by the males, though. We do hear of these terrible gangs going through African nations (so many examples on this) targeting entire villages. This is not natural. something more sinister is going on there.
The illuminati have been working hard to turn Western males against their female counterparts. That is another obvious, although thankfully most men and women are seeing through this b.s. I do believe that “serial” killers (mostly men killing women) are tools of the illuminati, probably put under all kinds of psyop tactics including mind control, and are used to create fear in women of their males. It is up to all men and women to keep these scenarios in mind. If you find yourself feeling badly about the opposite sex, realize it is not natural and most likely from subtle impressions all around us.

Reply
Dean Henderson Says:
July 13, 2011 at 2:53 pm
Very important comments Walk a Mile! Thanks!

Reply
Carlos Says:
July 14, 2011 at 2:46 am
I observe opposite. That thru women illuminati try destroy men. Since men poses treat to rules due muscles and brain. One day chief of Harvard said that women are only 5% of scientists. Check this out: watch and listen mainstream masmedia and count women. Then go to alternatives and count. Count authors and comments. No more than 5%. Illuminati took right path and they put control of men’s brain and muscles into women hands. Women are doing financial decisions in USA. Car, house, shopping spree. Women goes to collage to learn nothing but owe tuition. After graduation and 50 000$ debt they find out that with this school they can sit behind counter in bank for $13/hour. After they woke up from dream they start hunting try to got into trap someone who is able to pay their debt for education, car etc and potentially secure her life. But she want to be boss. Right. After a while husband got it what was point of the game so divorce. But judge knows what is going on so women is winner. She gets all. But after a while it is not enough. So they try to get on hook another idiot. American woman, get away from me… american men are so desperate with those monsters, that they looking for wives all arround world to get something with soul and heart to their house.

Reply
Prophit Says:
July 15, 2011 at 7:35 pm
Oh, my God, what an ignorant statement about poor people in third world countries. I am so appalled at the ignorance, I am almost speechless. Not quite though…… third world poverty is sustained by the same mechanisms used against us and in their direction we are heading, so I wouldn’t be too arrogant about judging some other third world country when you are in line to join them shortly. I would learn from them, since after all they are surviving, barely, but enough to continue to be slaves for the same evil satanists doing this to us.

Third world poor have so many children NOT BECAUSE THEY ARE RECREATING AS YOU SO INDELICATELY PUT IT, BUT BECAUSE THEY HAVE HIGH DEATH RATES AMONG THEIR BIRTHS, BOTH OF THE MOTHER AND BABY. FURTHER, THEY NEED THE CHILDREN TO HELP WITH THE THIRD WORLD SLAVING WORK IN ORDER TO FEED THEMSELVES AND THE REMAINING CHILDREN WHO SURVIVE. Try watching some MTV teen with an attitude actually work for a change or even had the desire to aid his family when he is wrapped up in Lady Gaga and sex on his brain.

I would take a third world child working, over an American teen these days if my life depended on it. Soon, yours will.
Chris Says:
January 3, 2012 at 10:39 am
Only God will judge these elite subhumans in the end, Dean.

allidocious Says:
October 10, 2012 at 7:41 pm
I agree that young, fertile women are being targeted. All the cosmetics these days are LOADED with chemicals that disrupted hormones and may cause fertility, but no warnings are forthcoming… We have Fukushima brewing full-blast, but no warnings. Women are 50% more vulnerable to radioactive damage and infertility problems than are men due to more sensitive reproductive tissues. Any Chernobyl study will tell you—young women take the brunt of it!! Yet, no warnings—not a one? And then, yes, the TSA—I myself have been “targeted” and when trying to “opt-out” of more scanning and radioactivity, they become very, very angry!!! It’s just creepy and so many stories exist of young women being harangued if they are smart enough to opt-out in their travels… It can’t all be a coincidence. At this point, only my friends who eat organic and are health freaks (even filtering their water & resisting flouride toothpaste) are able to get pregnant easily and healthfully. I DO NOT think this is a coincidence.

allidocious Says:
October 10, 2012 at 7:44 pm
Sorry about the typos— I meant to emphasize that the cosmetics and hair products these days DO cause INfertility, not to mention autoimmune conditions and cancers… :/ As a presently healthy and fertile woman, I feel under assault… And the ob/gyns are ALWAYS shocked that I’m so female-healthy. It is not the norm nowadays…:( But, maybe there should be some checks on overpopulation??….

Simon Says:
October 11, 2012 at 3:02 am
I agree with the general thrust of article but stopped reading when it was asserted that AID=HIV

Nora Says:
October 11, 2012 at 8:32 pm
In 1990, while browsing my new hubby’s book collection, I discovered a small volume written by one of the scientists paid by our govt. to develop the HIV/AIDS virus. This man was obviously filled with remorse over his contribution to such a horrific assignment. The autobiographical book was his guilt/penance offering to the world. He admitted the HIV virus was ‘purposeful’ and ‘man-designed’ for depopulation. I believe he was truly sorry for helping unleash a plague upon mankind. My ex retained this book upon our divorce, but it’s listed with the Library of Congress. Sadly, I don’t recall the author’s name nor even the title of the book (written in the 1980’s). The crucial info is: It was a full expose of dirty depopulation tactics by an educated ‘insider’.

NWO Newz for 10-12-12 | Chapel of Chaos Blog Says:
October 13, 2012 at 3:48 pm
[...] The Illuminati Depopulation Agenda [...]
First off I would like to say terrific blog! I had a quick question in which I’d like to ask if you don’t mind. I was curious to know how you center yourself and clear your head before writing. I’ve had difficulty clearing my thoughts in getting my ideas out. I truly do take pleasure in writing however it just seems like the first 10 to 15 minutes are wasted just trying to figure out how to begin. Any suggestions or hints? Many thanks!
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